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Recall of NAME IT dummy string and tunics
NAME IT has recalled the dummy string ‘UMO NB DUMMY STRING 411’ (style no.:
13066626)
When outstretched, the dummy string can reach a length beyond the permitted limit of 22 cm.
In worst case scenario, the dummy string could pose a potential strangulation risk. Therefore
NAME IT has decided to recall the product.
NAME IT has recalled the ‘MOLI MINI SS TUNIC’ (style no.: 13060851) and ‘MOLI KIDS
SS TUNIC’ (style no.: 13060836)
The recall of the tunics has been made due to NAME IT’s desire to observe the Danish Safety
Technology Authority’s recommendations not to have tie-strings in the neck and head area on
clothes produced for children below the age of 7. In worst case scenario, the string could pose
a potential strangulation risk.
If you own one of the above mentioned products, we urge you to return them to a NAME IT
store. You will of course receive a full refund of the product and also get a € 30 gift certificate
for the inconvenience.
Warning regarding jacket
Unfortunately we have discovered that there is a risk of a 5 mm imitation stone falling off the
puller on the zipper. The warning goes for the following products:
“MUSLE KIDS JACKET FUSCHIA”
(stylenr.: 13063165)
“MUSLE KIDS JACKET MISTY PURPLE”(stylenr.: 13059626)
“MUSLEFINE MINI JACKET PORCELAIN”
(stylenr.: 13059624)
“MUSLEFINE MINI JACKET COCKTAIL”
(stylenr.: 13060750)
The jacket has passed an external test, but NAME IT has decided to send out this warning
since we have experienced concrete examples of the stone falling off with a risk of a child
swallowing it.
The risk can be eliminated simply by cutting off the puller with the imitation stone from the
zipper. If you wish to return the jacket, you will of course receive a full refund of the product
and also get a € 30 gift certificate for the inconvenience.
If you have any questions, please contact NAME IT Product Manager, Pernille Voss at +45 25
51 32 81 or pernille.voss@bestseller.com

Shortly after a number of name it products reached the shops in 2009/2010, Bestseller found,
via our own controls, that three products contained potentially harmful chemicals.
Although the products in question were recalled at the time the procedure proved insufficient.
Therefore, we are recalling the product again to ensure that the remaining products are
returned.
Understandably the media coverage of the case regarding the three products; IX MINI
KNITCARDIGAN (from 2009), NAU KIDS LS SWEAT X-AU09 (from 2009) and MIKLAS
KIDS NYLON JACKET TWILIGHT (from 2010), has generated concern among our
customers, who worry if they have bought the products.
WHAT DO YOU DO IF YOU HAVE BOUGHT ONE OF THE PRODUCTS?
If you have purchased one of these products, we ask that you return it to your local name it
shop for a full refund.
IN CASE YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT:
Bestseller A/S tlf: 99 42 32 00 eller på nameitpr@bestseller.com
We deeply regret this matter and apologise to our customers.
We will do our outmost to ensure these things do not happen in the future.
Best regards
name it
Read more on bestseller.com
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